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S1. Study Design 35 

Role of Participants 36 

The project was organized as a cooperation between industry partners and the study team, with 37 

financial support from study partners, Department of Energy, State of Colorado, and other 38 

sources, as indicated in the acknowledgement.   The study team and study partners signed a 39 

governance agreement that specified operating principals, processes and confidentiality. 40 

The field campaign was designed by the study team, who selected the basin and designed the 41 

experimental methods used in the study.  Study partners provided information on facilities and 42 

operations to support the design weeks prior to the field campaign. While all participants in the 43 

study reviewed the design prior to the campaign, the study team retained full control of methods 44 

and execution of the campaign. 45 

To the extent possible (see below), partners provided access to facilities during the field 46 

campaign with limited prior knowledge of the selected facilities prior to the day of (or night 47 

before) measurement.  Careful observation by the study team detected no change in facility 48 

operations as a result of the study, as observed by either onsite observers or measurement teams 49 

operating downwind or from aircraft.  During the field campaign, study partners provided access 50 

to facilities selected by the study team and data about ongoing operations at those facilities.  51 

Following the campaign, the study team requested additional information about the facility 52 

operations, which study partners provided in either face-to-face meetings or via other, typically 53 

confidential, correspondence.  Study partners provided fundamental data, such as operating 54 

modes, flow rates, counts, and similar information.  All analysis was performed by, and was 55 

under full control of, the study team throughout the project. 56 

Clustered Random Sampling 57 

Clustered random sampling was used in this study.  The purpose of the clustered sampling 58 

strategy was to (1) increase the overall number of samples by decreasing the travel time between 59 

facilities, and (2) increase the number of paired measurements by keeping multiple measurement 60 

teams near each other.  The clustered sampling strategy served to increase the sample size and 61 

improve the logistics during the campaign considering time, resource and cost constraints. 62 

Prior to the field campaign, production sites were clustered using the following methodology: 63 
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1. A well list was collected from the state database. 64 

2. Wells within 100 m were grouped to pads. 65 

3. Pads were then grouped with the nearest known gathering compression facility. 66 

4. Starting with a random gathering facility, neighboring gathering facilities were grouped 67 

until at least 100 partner production facilities were included in a cluster. 68 

5. The next nearest gathering facility was then used to initiate the next cluster to which 69 

neighboring gathering facilities were grouped to create a cluster of at least 100 partner 70 

production sites.  This was repeated until all facilities were assigned to a cluster. 71 

This process resulted in 17 clusters, 6 of which were randomly selected to measure as shown in 72 

Figure S1.  73 

 74 

Figure S1: Production facilities in study area.  Red and blue shaded areas represent clusters 75 

selected for sampling. Dots represent well pad (―production facility‖) locations.  76 

Site Selection 77 

Measurement teams (Onsite, OTM33A, and Tracer Release) were dispatched to a selected cluster 78 

each day. A study coordinator from Colorado State University directed teams to facilities in 79 

order to pair as many measurements as possible. The study coordinator kept in regular contact 80 
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with all dispatched teams and would select facilities for paired measurements. The study 81 

coordinator selected primary measurement targets each morning by reviewing all partner 82 

facilities within the cluster for public road access downwind to enable measurement by the dual 83 

tracer technique and the OTM33a technique. The study coordinator did not select facilities based 84 

on the size or extent of the pad, the number of wells on the facility, the age of the facility, or 85 

knowledge of the operations or emissions at a facility from a prior measurement result.  86 

Each measurement team was accompanied by a study partner escort. The role of the escorts was 87 

limited to providing access to facilities for measurement, providing knowledge of the operational 88 

state at a given facility, and ensuring that safety protocols were followed. Study partners did not 89 

participate in the facility selection and were not informed which cluster would be visited in 90 

advance of the measurement day to eliminate any intentional changes in facility operation that 91 

could affect the measurements. 92 

Representativeness of Sample 93 

The number of active wells per pad was utilized to assess how representative the measurement 94 

sample is of the study area population. Well count is indicative of the size (physical extent) of 95 

the facility and the amount of equipment on the facility.  Due to lease agreements, facilities in 96 

the study area generally have 1 wellhead, 1 separator and 1 meter run per well, but typically 97 

multiple wells share a common produced water tank. Table S1 and Figure S2 show the fraction 98 

of facilities in the study area population and in the sampled population by active well count. The 99 

sample includes a smaller fraction of facilities with a single active well and a slightly larger 100 

fraction of facilities with greater than 6 active wells relative to the study area population.  This is 101 

a result of partner facilities having more active wells per pad than non-partner facilities.  102 

Facilities with zero active wells may include wells classified by AOGC as abandoned orphaned, 103 

dry and abandoned, plugged and abandoned, temporarily abandoned, permitted, completed, 104 

expired permit, released water well, or spudded. Five facilities with zero active wells were 105 

measured during this study. These 5 facilities included temporarily abandoned wells.   106 
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Table S1: Count of facilities by number of active wells per pad in study area, partner facilities, 107 

non-partner facilities, and sampled during this study.  108 

Active well count Count of facilities in 

study area population 

(fraction of facilities 

with  active wells) 

Count of partner 

facilities in study area 

(fraction of partner 

facilities with  active 

wells) 

Count of non-partner 

facilities in study area 

(fraction of non-partner 

facilities with  active 

wells) 

Count of facilities 

sampled 

(fraction of sampled 

facilities with  active 

wells) 

1 1096 (45%) 739 (40%) 357 (59%) 91 (34%) 

2 472 (19%) 327 (18%) 145 (24%) 51 (19%) 

3 353 (15%) 283 (15%) 70 (12%) 45 (17%) 

4 246 (10%) 233 (13%) 13 (2%) 31 (12%) 

5 124 (5%) 119 (7%) 5 (1%) 18 (7%) 

6 75 (3%) 68 (4%) 7 (1%) 12 (4%) 

>6 64 (3%) 60 (3%) 4 (1%) 21 (8%) 

 109 

 110 

Figure S2: Histogram (left) and cumulative distribution function (right) of number of active 111 

wells per pad in study area population and sampled population 112 

Paired Measurements 113 

Table S2 shows the number of facility-level estimates produced by each measurement method, 114 

the number of facilities at which a measurement was attempted by each method, and the number 115 

of facilities at which the method was paired with another measurement method.   116 
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Table S2: Count of facility-level emission estimates by method and by methods paired 117 

   Successful Facility-Level Estimates 

  

Successful 

Facility-Level 

Estimates 

Total Facilities 

Attempted 

Paired with 

Onsite 

Paired with 

OTM33A 

Paired with 

Tracer 
Unpaired 

Onsite 261 261 - 43 16 210 

OTM33A 

50  

(38 OTM33A  

+ 12 0BOT) 

76  

(64 OTM33A  

+ 12 0BOT) 

43 - 9 7 

Tracer 

17  

(14 Tracer  

+ 3 LOD) 

18 16 9 - 0 

Cumulative Distributions of Emission Estimates  118 

A cumulative distribution of each facility level estimate (SOE, OFE, TFE, GFE) is shown in 119 

Figure S3. The distribution of measurements is assumed representative of the study area 120 

population since facilities were selected using a random sampling methodology. The onsite and 121 

OTM33A teams measured a similar distribution of sites during this study.  The distribution of 122 

tracer measurements suggests facility level emissions are larger than SOE or OFE would suggest 123 

however this may be a result of a lower TFE sample size.  The distribution of GFE overestimates 124 

the emission rate of the majority of facilities by using emission factors and component counts for 125 

pneumatics and component leaks; however, the emissions during episodic liquid unloading are 126 

underestimated by the GFE relative to the measurement methods used in this study. 127 

 128 

Figure S3: Cumulative distributions of facility-level methane emission estimates including 261 129 

Study Onsite Estimates (SOEs), 51 OTM33a Facility Estimates (OFEs), 17 Tracer Facility 130 
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Estimates (TFEs) and 261 GHGRP Facility Estimates (GFEs). Dashed vertical line segments 131 

represent the minimum, non-zero estimate for each method.  132 

 133 
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S2. Onsite Measurement 134 

Onsite Measurement Protocol 135 

Onsite measurement protocol used in this study is documented in Annex 4 Onsite Detection and 136 

Measurement Protocol of the final report for RPSEA/NETL contract no 12122-95/DE-AC26-137 

07NT42677 (Zimmerle et al., 2016). 138 

Onsite Direct Measurement Data 139 

Onsite direct measurements (ODMs) are reported in the excel workbook accompanying this 140 

supporting information including the facility ID, measurement team, measurement date, 141 

equipment category, component category, emission rate as measured by Hi Flow®, and emission 142 

rate exception notes (if any). Emission rate exceptions indicate notes about the measurement and 143 

include: 144 

(1) Incomplete Capture – Emissions were not completely captured by the device enclosure 145 

during sampling, as observed by an onsite observer using optical gas imaging (OGI).  146 

(2) Observed Not Measured – Emissions observed with OGI or laser detector by onsite 147 

measurement team, but not measured with high-flow instrument due to safety or 148 

accessibility 149 

(3) Above Range – Measured value is above the range of the high-flow instrument (8.00 150 

SCFM or 480 SCFH, equivalent to 9.2 kg/hr). 151 

(4) Below Range – Measured value is below the range of the instrument (0.05 SCFM or 3 152 

SCFH, equivalent to 0.058 kg/hr).(Bacharach, 2015) 153 

(5) Non-Detect – No emissions observed with OGI or laser detector by the onsite 154 

measurement team. 155 

Instrumentation 156 

Emissions were detected utilizing a Heath Consultants RMLD™ handheld laser detector, or 157 

using optical gas imaging (OGI) cameras such as FLIR™ or EyeCGas cameras.  Emissions were 158 

measured utilizing a Bacharach HiFlow™ sampler.  The Bacharach instrument was calibrated 159 

each day using calibration gasses and following the methodology specified by the manufacturer. 160 

The reported sensor transition failure (Howard, 2015) is exacerbated by higher VOC to methane 161 

ratios and was not expected to impact the study results due to the dry gas production in the study 162 
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area with low VOC to methane ratio. A continuous QA check where the methane concentration 163 

in the HiFlow exhaust is sampled was not performed in this study. The methane concentration 164 

from the measurements can be calculated as a QA check assuming 8scfm motivated flow. This 165 

shows out of 299 measurements, only three measurements at 5% transition point and twenty 166 

measurements above the 5% transition point, which provides some evidence the transition failure 167 

(which would appear as saturation at the 5% mixing ratio) did not occur.  168 

Measurement Teams 169 

Two onsite measurement teams were deployed in this study.  One team was a contractor, 170 

AECOM, equipped with an OGI camera for leak detection. One team was a measurement team 171 

provided by a study partner, equipped with both an RMLD and OGI camera for leak detection. 172 

Both teams were equipped with a Bacharach HiFlow sampler for leak quantification. Both 173 

measurement teams were provided the same protocol, namely using the OGI cameras and/or 174 

RMLD to locate all emission sources on the pad, then using the HiFlow to quantify all emission 175 

sources which were safe and accessible for measurement. In accessible or unsafe emission 176 

sources were to be noted as observed not measured. Data from the two teams is considered equal 177 

in the analysis presented in the main body of this paper, however a comparison of the two onsite 178 

measurement teams is provided here. 179 

One team made 220 emission observations at 112 facilities visited in 15 measurement days.  The 180 

other team made 102 emission observations at 190 facilities visited in 14 measurement days. On 181 

average, Team A made approximately 4 times the number of emission observations on a per 182 

facility basis (Team A 1.96 observations per facility, Team B 0.54 observations per facility). 183 

Team B made zero emission observations at a higher fraction of sites than Team A (66% vs 24% 184 

of facilities visited), and one or more emission observations at a lower fraction of sites than 185 

Team A (Figure S4).  186 
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 187 

Figure S4: Comparison (top – histogram, bottom – empirical CDF) of number of observations 188 

per site made by two different onsite teams.  189 

The highest emission rate measured by Team B was 0.51 kg/h from a PRV on a compressor.  190 

The top 10% of measurements made by Team A were above 0.51 kg/h (Figure S5), all of which 191 

were on tanks (9 measurements) or compressors (11 measurements). Collectively these 20 192 

measurements accounted for 79% of cumulative emissions measured by Team A (Figure S6). 193 

The top 4 measurements (all on tanks) account for 60% of cumulative emissions measured by 194 

Team A, and include 2 measurements marked as incomplete capture indicating the actual 195 

emission rates were greater than the measured value. The fraction of observations in each 196 

emission rate exception category (Below HiFlow Range, Incomplete Capture, Observed 197 

Unmeasured, None) were nearly equally distributed between teams (Figure S7), however Team 198 

B made a slightly higher fraction of below range observations than Team A (60% vs 54% of 199 

observations), as well as a higher fraction of ―observed not measured‖ sources (11% vs 5% of 200 

observations). Team B made no direct measurements of emissions from tanks; however 10 201 

emission sources from tanks were reported as ―observed not measured‖ sources by Team B. The 202 

differences between measurement teams in both the empirical CDF of emission rates (Figure S5) 203 
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and the cumulative emissions estimates (Figure S6) may be attributed to the lack of emission rate 204 

estimates from these 10 unmeasured sources (10% of emission observations made by Team B). 205 

Although Team B measurements lack these important high emission rate sources, a two sample 206 

k-s test performed at the 0.1% significance level (α = 0.001) does not reject the null hypothesis 207 

that the two measurement distributions are from the same underlying population. 208 

 209 

Figure S5: Comparison (Empirical CDF) of emission rate from measurements performed by two 210 

onsite measurement teams. Top 20 measurements (10%) performed by Team A were higher rates 211 

than largest measurement performed by Team B, 0.51kg/h.   212 
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 213 

Figure S6: Comparison (Empirical CDF) of cumulative emission rate from measurements 214 

performed by two measurement teams. Top 20 measurements (10%) performed by Team A 215 

account for 79% of cumulative emissions measured by the team.  216 

 217 

Figure S7: Comparison of emission rate exceptions from two onsite teams. All tank emission 218 

sources observed by Team B are included in ―Observed Not Measured‖ category (i.e. no tank 219 

measurements were performed by Team B team), which may account for difference in 220 

cumulative emissions estimated by the two teams.   221 
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S3. Study Onsite Estimates 222 

Calculation Methodology 223 

A study onsite estimate (SOE) and uncertainty estimate was developed for each facility visited 224 

by an onsite team. The SOE provides an estimate of facility-level emissions, as well as the 225 

proportion of emissions contributed by each SOE category.  This allows an analysis to be 226 

performed in which sites are grouped by which category is the largest contributor to the SOE.  227 

SOEs are composed of ODMs and engineering estimates of four unmeasured source categories 228 

developed using a Monte-Carlo model. 229 

 Observed/Unmeasured Sources – Sources which were identified by the onsite team but 230 

not measured due to limited accessibility or safety concerns. The most common 231 

observed not measured source was inaccessible tank vents. 232 

 Pneumatic Venting – Pneumatic devices at production well pads in the study area were 233 

observed to be primarily intermittent venting devices installed in separator level control 234 

applications. The actuation of the devices was observed to be infrequent, often with no 235 

actuations occurring while measurement teams were onsite. Due to resource constraints, 236 

onsite teams did not attempt to measure pneumatic devices which vent under routine 237 

operation. 238 

 Compressor Exhaust – Exhaust of natural gas powered compressors includes methane 239 

due to incomplete combustion, often referred to as methane ―slip‖. No direct 240 

measurements of combustion gasses were made during the study, but study partners 241 

provided previously completed stack tests for Caterpillar 3300 series engines.   242 

 Vented Liquid Unloadings – Liquid unloadings are a routine operation in which natural 243 

gas is vented to the atmosphere for a controlled period of time, usually achieved by 244 

routing the gas flow to the produced water tank instead of to the sales line, in order to 245 

reduce back pressure on the well and enhance the removal of liquids accumulated in the 246 

well bore.  247 

Each engineering estimate is made iteratively using a Monte Carlo model outlined in Figure S8.  248 

Activity data and emission rate data sources for each engineering estimate are listed in Table S3. 249 

The study onsite estimate  ̇    for facility   on Monte Carlo iteration   is calculated as  250 
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 ̇     ̇     ̇              ̇              ̇              ̇             Eq. 1 

For each facility SOE the mean, median, and two-sided 95% confidence bounds are calculated 251 

empirically from Monte-Carlo simulation results.  252 

 253 

Figure S8: Calculation of study onsite estimate and facility specific results by source category. 254 

Table S3: Data sources for engineering estimates used to develop comprehensive SOE. 255 

Engineering Estimate Activity Data Source Emission Rate Data Source 

(1) Observed unmeasured 

sources 

Notes from onsite measurement team in this 

study 

ODMs from this study on the same 

equipment category 

(2) Gas powered pneumatic 

valves and pumps under 

routine operation 

Partner provided device counts Mid-Con Data from  

(Allen, Pacsi, et al., 2015) 

 

(3) Engine exhaust Partner provided compressor inventory CAT 3300 series engines  - Partner provided 

stack test data  

Non-CAT 3300 series engines  - Following 

40 CFR 98.233(z)   

(4) Liquid unloadings Manual – Partner provided unloading 

inventory during study period including 

date and duration 

Plunger – Partner provided annualized 

count and average duration  

 Mid-Con Data from (Allen, Sullivan, et al., 

2015) 
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Onsite Direct Measurements – The total methane emissions associated with onsite direct 256 

measurements (ODMs) at a given facility is calculated for iteration   as 257 

 ̇      ∑        

 

     

 Eq. 2 

where   is the number of valid measurements at the particular facility and      is the emission 258 

rate of an individual ODM.    is a factor drawn from a normal distribution (mean = 1, σ = 0.05) 259 

each iteration to account for instrument uncertainty specified in the Bacharach HiFlow ® manual 260 

(+/- 10%).   261 

ODMs marked with a below range emission rate exception were included in the ODM sum.  262 

Instrument uncertainty of below range measurements was increased linearly from +/- 10% at the 263 

high-flow lower detection limit to +/-100% at a reported emission rate of zero.  264 

Invalid measurements indicated by incomplete capture or above range emission rate exceptions 265 

are not included in this sum and are instead included as a modeled emission source in the 266 

summation of the observed/unmeasured source category.  267 

Observed/Unmeasured – The total methane emissions associated with sources observed by the 268 

study team but not measured due to limitations such as poor accessibility or unsafe conditions at 269 

a given facility is calculated for iteration   as 270 

 ̇             ∑  ̇ 

 

     

 Eq. 3 

where   is the number of observed/unmeasured sources at the particular facility and  ̇  is the 271 

emission rate of an individual source   sampled from the rate distribution of ODMs of the same 272 

equipment category as the unmeasured source. When resampling from measurements for 273 

―observed/unmeasured‖ sources, all measurements on the same equipment type (including 274 

incomplete capture and over-range) are included in the distribution from which resampling 275 

occurs.  If, at random, an incomplete capture or over-range measurement is drawn from the 276 

distribution, it is then modeled on that iteration as such. 277 
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Invalid measurements indicated by incomplete capture or above range emission rate exceptions 278 

are also included in this category in addition to observed/unmeasured sources.  These sources 279 

with emission rate exceptions are modeled using a right triangular probability distribution 280 

extending from maximum probability at the measured value to a probability of zero at 2x the 281 

measured value.  The factor of 2x the measured value was selected during the analysis assuming 282 

that the measurement team would not have attempted to measure a device emitting greater than 283 

480 SCFH (2 x the upper range of the Hi-Flow®) or would have captured at least half the 284 

emissions during an incomplete capture. 285 

Pneumatic Venting Devices and Chemical Injection Pumps – Counts of pneumatic powered 286 

chemical injection pumps and pneumatic devices classified as continuous high-bleed, continuous 287 

low-bleed, or intermittent-bleed devices were provided by study partners on a per well basis. The 288 

total methane emissions associated with routine operation of pneumatic devices at a given 289 

facility is estimated for iteration   as 290 

 ̇             ∑ ∑  ̇   

 

      

     
       Eq. 4 

where   is the number of devices of type   at the particular facility and  ̇    is the whole gas 291 

emission rate of an individual device   sampled from the distribution of type  .  Whole gas 292 

emission rates in SCFH were sampled for each intermittent bleed, low bleed and high bleed 293 

pneumatic device using Mid-Continental data from (Allen, Pacsi, et al., 2015). Whole gas 294 

emission rates from chemical injection pumps were sampled from (Allen et al., 2013). 295 

Conversion from whole gas volumetric flow rates to methane flow rates was performed using the 296 

methane mol fraction     
 in the gas composition of the well.  In cases where gas composition 297 

was not available for a specific well, the methane mol fraction was sampled from a distribution 298 

of gas composition from other wells in the study area. A conversion factor of 19.2 g methane/scf 299 

was applied to convert the volumetric methane flowrate to a mass flowrate.         300 

Compressor Exhaust – An estimate of methane in the exhaust of operating compressors as a 301 

result of incomplete combustion is included in the SOE.  The total methane emissions from 302 

compressor exhaust at a given facility is estimated for iteration   as 303 
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 ̇             ∑  ̇ 

 

     

 Eq. 5 

where   is the number of operating compressors at the facility and  ̇  is the emission rate of an 304 

individual compressor  .  305 

 If the compressor was driven by a Caterpillar 3300 series the emission rate for the engine was 306 

estimated as 307 

 ̇              
         Eq. 6 

where the emission rate     
in g/hp-hr was sampled from a distribution of stack test data taken 308 

on Caterpillar 3300 series engines provided by study partners,      is the percent load the 309 

engine was operating at, and    was the rated power of the engine.    310 

If the compressor was driven by another engine make or model (which stack test data was 311 

unavailable for) the methane emission rate was estimated using Greenhouse Gas Reporting 312 

Program Subpart W methodology assuming a combustion efficiency of 99.5% (0.5% of fuel 313 

remains unburnt in exhaust). 314 

 ̇        ̇                   Eq. 7 

Liquid Unloading – Vented liquid unloadings are routine operations where back pressure on the 315 

well resulting from liquids that have accumulated in the well bore is reduced by venting the well 316 

directly to atmosphere. This operation may be assisted by a plunger, when present, and may be 317 

triggered automatically by a control system or manually by an operator. The frequency of liquid 318 

unloading at a given well is not consistent and may vary over days and longer. Because of 319 

associated measurement challenges, it was decided not to directly measure vented liquid 320 

unloadings. The episodic emissions during vented liquid unloading increase facility emissions 321 

for a period of time (duration 1 minute to 24 hours), but do not represent an anomalous 322 

condition. Such increased emissions are not indicative of annual or daily average emission rates 323 

from the same facilities.  324 

At one facility (Facility ID = 371) onsite measurement was paired with OTM33A and Dual 325 

Tracer methods during a manual liquid unloading. The emission rate during the manual liquid 326 

unloading was modeled in the SOE using the whole gas rates reported for manual unloadings 327 
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marked as mid-continental by (Allen, Sullivan, et al., 2015). The whole gas emission rate,  ̇, was 328 

converted to a methane mass flow rate using the gas composition of the well,     
, and the 329 

conversion factor of 19.2 g methane/scf.   330 

 ̇                  ̇      
      Eq. 8 

Plunger liquid unloadings were modeled as a time averaged emission rate over a one hour 331 

sampling period in order to make the SOE as comparable as possible to the downwind 332 

measurements.  The model accounts for uncertainty in the number of plunger unloadings that 333 

occurred during the period, the duration of each plunger unloading, and the emission rate during 334 

plunger unloading as illustrated in Figure S9.  335 

The timing of plunger unloadings which occurred during a one hour timespan was modeled using 336 

the annual number of plunger unloadings vented to atmosphere and the average duration 337 

provided by study partners. At facilities where onsite measurements were paired with tracer 338 

release or OTM33A methods, study partners provided an event count specific to the day of 339 

measurement in order to improve the accuracy of the SOE in comparisons to contemporaneous 340 

estimates. Starting at the beginning of the one-hour time period, a time t1 was selected from a 341 

uniform distribution between 0 and the maximum time between unloadings. This time represents 342 

the start of the first unloading during the sampling period. The duration of the first unloading 343 

was then selected from a triangular distribution of +/-50% about the average duration. Starting at 344 

the end of the first unloading, a time t2 was selected from a triangular distribution between the 345 

minimum and the maximum time between unloadings. The duration of the second unloading was 346 

then modeled as done for the first unloading.  This method continued until the end of the one 347 

hour time span is reached. 348 

The emission rate during plunger liquid unloading was then modeled using the whole gas rates 349 

reported for automated plunger unloadings marked as mid-continental by (Allen, Sullivan, et al., 350 

2015). The whole gas emission rate,  ̇, was converted to a methane mass flow rate using the gas 351 

composition of the well,     
, and the conversion factor of 19.2 g methane/scf.   352 

 ̇                   ̇      
      Eq. 9 

The time averaged emission rate was then calculated as 353 
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 ̇                            
∑  ̇                    

 
   

   
 Eq. 10 

 354 

Figure S9: Modeling time averaged emissions from plunger liquid unloading during 1 hour 355 

measurement period using well specific annual unloading count and average duration provided 356 

by study partners and considering uncertainty using triangular probability distribution about 357 

average. Emission rate simulated using mid-continental data from (Allen, Sullivan, et al., 2015). 358 

Time averaged emission rate during the measurement period calculated by integrating total 359 

emissions over simulated time span and dividing by length of sampling period, tEnd-tStart. 360 

Activity Data 361 

Activity data required to calculate the SOE and/or the GFE are included in the excel workbook 362 

accompanying this supporting information. The tables include: 363 

1. Pneumatic device counts 364 

2. Compressor characteristics for combustion emissions calculation  365 

3. Manual liquid unloading data 366 
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4. Plunger liquid unloading data 367 

Calculated SOEs 368 

The calculated SOE is reported in the excel workbook accompanying this supporting 369 

information.  The table includes the mean and empirical two-sided 95% confidence bounds 370 

(reported as the 2.5 and 97.5 percentiles) of the calculated SOE for each facility. The mean and 371 

confidence bounds of each model category are also reported. 372 

Figure S10 separates 41 facilities with vented liquid unloading events occurring during the time 373 

of onsite measurement from 220 facilities without unloading events occurring during the time of 374 

onsite measurement. In both groups, emission distributions are skewed, meaning a small number 375 

of measurements are responsible for a significant portion of the total emissions. Simulated 376 

emissions from liquid unloadings account for 88% of the cumulative emission estimate from all 377 

261 facilities. Onsite direct measurements and simulated emissions from observed, unmeasured 378 

sources (sources which were not accessible for direct measurements but observed to be emitting) 379 

account for 78% of the cumulative emissions estimate at facilities without simulated liquid 380 

unloadings in the SOE.     381 
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 382 

Figure S10: Study Onsite Estimate (SOE) for the 261 production facilities measured in the study 383 

area of the Fayetteville shale play during September-October 2015.  Bars: Facilities are grouped 384 

by whether liquid unloadings are modeled in the SOE, and both groups illustrate skewed 385 

emission distributions where a few sites account for a large portion of emissions.  Pie charts 386 

summarize the cumulative emissions from facilities without liquid unloadings, facilities with 387 

liquid unloadings, and all 261 facilities.  Unloadings dominate cumulative emissions (88% from 388 

all 261 facilities), while only 6% of the cumulative estimated emissions were directly measured 389 

during the field campaign, however at 220 facilities without unloadings emissions from onsite 390 

direct measurements and simulated inaccessible (observed/unmeasured) sources account for 78% 391 

of cumulative emissions. 392 
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S4. Tracer Estimates 393 

Tracer estimates are reported in (Yacovitch et al., n.d.) and included in the excel workbook 394 

accompanying this supporting information for 17 production facilities, including 3 facilities 395 

using the limit of detection method (LOD). 11 of these estimates were paired with OFE’s and 16 396 

were paired with SOEs.  397 
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S5. OTM33A Estimates 398 

Facility-level methane emission estimates at production pads made during this campaign using 399 

OTM33A are reported for 51 facilities, including 13 zero based on transect (0BOT) facilities in 400 

the MC study area in (Robertson et al., 2017) and included in the excel workbook accompanying 401 

this supporting information.  Nine of these estimates were paired with tracer release and 43 were 402 

paired with onsite measurement.   403 

OTM33A measurements of partial facilities were not included in this analysis. In some cases 404 

more than one OTM33A facility-level measurement is reported at a facility.  This work considers 405 

the average of these estimates and uncertainties calculated using quadrature as: 406 

   ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
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S6. GHGRP Facility-Level Estimates (GFE) 408 

Owners or operators of facilities that emit 25,000 metric tons (expressed as carbon dioxide 409 

equivalent) or more of greenhouse gases (GHG) per year are required to report GHG data to EPA 410 

under the Greenhouse Gas Reporting Program (GHGRP).  (Note that a GHGRP facility 411 

represents all production operations for one operator in a basin, and is not comparable to 412 

―production facility‖ terminology utilized in this study.) Annualized emissions from natural gas 413 

production facilities are reported by each operator aggregated to the basin level.  414 

To make comparisons to the facility-level methane emissions estimates in this study, a facility 415 

emission estimate was also constructed following GHGRP (e-CFR: TITLE 40—Protection of 416 

Environment, n.d.) methods. To make facility estimates comparable to the other methods used in 417 

this study, the GHGRP calculations are performed for each facility individually, and are not 418 

aggregated across facilities to produce a study area estimate as required by GHGRP reporting. 419 

Since the GHGRP emission factors are not provided with CIs, the CI for GHGRP estimates 420 

includes only the variability due to uncertainty in well properties, equipment numbers, and 421 

activity counts where these data were not available from study partners and does not include 422 

variability due to uncertainty in the emission factors. Only the methane components of the 423 

GHGRP methodology were calculated and methane emissions were not converted to CO2 424 

equivalent. 425 

Emission estimates from the following sections of EPA Title 40 Code of Federal Regulations 426 

Part 98 Subpart W were included in the estimate: 427 

 98.233(a) Natural gas pneumatic device venting. 428 

 98.233(c) Natural gas driven pneumatic pump venting. 429 

 98.233(f) Well venting for liquids unloadings. 430 

 98.233(r) Population count and emission factors. 431 

 98.233(z) Onshore petroleum and natural gas production and natural gas distribution 432 

combustion emissions. 433 

The emissions estimates do not include other paragraphs which were not applicable to the 434 

equipment observed onsite, or the operational state of the facilities.  These include: 435 
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 98.233(d) Acid gas removal (AGR) vents. 436 

 98.233(e) Dehydrator vents. 437 

 98.233(g) Gas well venting during completions and workovers from hydraulic 438 

fracturing. 439 

 98.233(h) Gas well venting during completions and workovers without hydraulic 440 

fracturing. 441 

 98.233(i) Blowdown vent stacks. 442 

 98.233(j) Onshore production storage tanks. 443 

 98.233(k) Transmission storage tanks. 444 

 98.233(l) Well testing venting and flaring. 445 

 98.233(m) Associated gas venting and flaring. 446 

 98.233(n) Flare stack emissions. 447 

 98.233(o) Centirfugal compressor venting. 448 

 98.233(p) Reciprocating compressor venting. 449 

 98.233(q) Leak detection and leaker emission factors. 450 

 98.233(s) Offshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities. 451 

 98.233(w) EOR injection pump blowdown. 452 

98.233(a) Natural gas pneumatic device venting & (c) Natural gas driven pneumatic pump 453 

venting. 454 

Natural gas pneumatic device venting and pneumatic pump venting are calculated under 455 

paragraphs (a) and (c) as: 456 

                                 Eq. 14 

where:  457 

        = Annual total mass GHG emissions in metric tons CO2e per year from a natural gas 458 

pneumatic device vent of type ―t‖, for GHGi;  459 

       = Total number of natural gas pneumatic devices of type ―t‖ (continuous high bleed, 460 

continuous low bleed, intermittent bleed, pneumatic pump);  461 
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    = Population emission factors for natural gas pneumatic device venting listed in Tables W-462 

1A for onshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities;  463 

     = Concentration of GHGi, CH4, or CO2 in natural gas;  464 

      = Conversion from standard cubic feet to metric tons CO2e equal to 0.000403 for CH4, 465 

and 0.00005262 for CO2;  466 

   = Average estimated number of hours in the operating year the devices, of each type t, were 467 

operational. Default is 8760 hours. 468 

This equation was modified in this study to determine a methane emission rate in g/hr as: 469 

 ̇                 
      Eq. 15 

Where:  470 

 ̇  = Methane emission rate in g/hr;  471 

       and     are the count and emission factor for each device type as defined above; 472 

     
 = Average concentration of methane in the gas at the facility; 473 

 19.2  = Conversion factor from scf methane to g methane. 474 

This study used device counts provided by study partners for each well, and the following 475 

emission factors (SCFH per component) from Table W-1A for the Western U.S. (Arkansas is 476 

Western US per Table W-1D). 477 

Table S4: Pneumatic device emission factors from Table W-1A of 40 CFR Part 98 Subpart W for 478 

the Western U.S. 479 

Device Type EF (SCFH) 

Low Continuous Bleed Pneumatic Device Vents 1.39 

High Continuous Bleed Pneumatic Device Vents 37.3 

Intermittent Bleed Pneumatic Device Vents 13.5 

Pneumatic Pumps 13.3 
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98.233(f) Well venting for liquids unloadings. 480 

Manual unloading 481 

Total emissions for well venting for manual liquids unloadings are calculated using Calculation 482 

Methodology 2 under paragraph (f) as: 483 

     ∑[   (               
         )

 

   

 ∑(     (         )      )

  

   

] 

Eq. 16 

Where: 484 

     = Annual natural gas emissions at standard conditions, in cubic feet/year;  485 

  = Total number of wells with well venting for liquids unloading for each sub-basin; 486 

           = {3.14 (pi)/4}/{14.7*144} (psia converted to pounds per square feet); 487 

     =Casing internal diameter for each well, p, in inches;  488 

    = Well depth from either the top of the well or the lowest packer to the bottom of the well, 489 

for each well, p, in feet; 490 

     = Shut-in pressure or surface pressure for wells with tubing production and no packers or 491 

casing pressure for each well, p, in pounds per square inch absolute (psia) or casing-to-tubing 492 

pressure of one well from the same sub-basin multiplied by the tubing pressure of each well, p, 493 

in the sub-basin, in pounds per square inch absolute (psia);  494 

   = Number of vents per year per well, p; 495 

    = Average flow-line rate of gas for well, p, at standard conditions in cubic feet per hour; 496 

      = Hours that each well, p, was left open to the atmosphere during unloading, q; 497 

1.0 = Hours for average well to blowdown casing volume at shut-in pressure; 498 
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     = If       is less than 1.0 then      is equal to 0. If       is greater than or equal to 1.0 499 

then      is equal to 1. 500 

This equation was modified to calculate an average rate during the one manual unloading 501 

observed by the onsite team during contemporaneous measurement with the OTM33A and tracer 502 

methods as: 503 

 ̇

 
[(                     )                  ]      

     

  
 

Eq. 17 

Where: 504 

    
 = Average concentration of methane in the gas at the facility; 505 

 19.2  = Conversion factor from scf methane to g methane. 506 

Plunger Unloading 507 

Total emissions for well venting from plunger liquids unloadings are calculated using 508 

Calculation Methodology 3 under paragraph (f) as: 509 

     ∑[   (               
         )

 

   

 ∑(     (         )      )

  

   

] 

Eq. 18 

Where: 510 

     = Annual natural gas emissions at standard conditions, in cubic feet/year;  511 

  = Total number of wells with well venting for liquids unloading for each sub-basin; 512 

           = {3.14 (pi)/4}/{14.7*144} (psia converted to pounds per square feet); 513 

     =Tubing internal diameter for each well, p, in inches;  514 

    = Tubing depth to plunger bumper for each well, p, in feet; 515 
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     = Flow-line pressure for each well, p, in pounds per square inch absolute (psia), using 516 

engineering estimate based on best available data; 517 

   = Number of vents per year per well, p; 518 

    = Average flow-line rate of gas for well, p, at standard conditions in cubic feet per hour; 519 

      = Hours that each well, p, was left open to the atmosphere during unloading, q; 520 

0.5 = Hours for average well to blowdown tubing volume at flow-line pressure; 521 

     = If       is less than 0.5 then      is equal to 0. If       is greater than or equal to 0.5 522 

then      is equal to 1. 523 

This equation was modified to calculate the average methane emission rate due to plunger 524 

unloadings from each well using the average duration,    , and annual count,   , provided by 525 

study partners as: 526 

 ̇

 
*   (               

         )     (     (       )    )+      
     

    
 

Eq

. 

19 

98.233(r) Population count and emission factors. 527 

Total emissions from valves, connectors, open-ended lines, and pressure relief valves at natural 528 

gas production facilities are calculated using emission factors and average component counts by 529 

major equipment piece under paragraph (r) as: 530 

                          Eq. 20 

Where: 531 

      = Annual volumetric GHG emissions at standard conditions from each component type in 532 

cubic feet. 533 

       = Total number of this type of emission source at the facility. For onshore petroleum and 534 

natural gas production, average component counts are provided by major equipment piece in 535 

Tables W-1B.  536 
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    = Population emission factor for the specific component type, as listed in Table W-1A 537 

     = For onshore petroleum and natural gas production facilities, concentration of GHGi, CH4 538 

or CO2, in produced natural gas.  539 

   = Average estimated time that each component type associated with the equipment leak 540 

emission was operational in the calendar year, in hours, using engineering estimate based on best 541 

available data. 542 

This equation was modified to calculate the average methane emission rate from valves, 543 

connectors, open-ended lines, and pressure relief valves for each facility as: 544 

 ̇    ∑            

 

     
      Eq. 21 

Where: 545 

 ̇ = Mass flow rate of methane emissions from valves, connectors, open-ended lines, and 546 

pressure relief valves at the facility. 547 

    
= Average methane concentration in gas composition at the facility. 548 

19.2  = Conversion factor from scf methane to g methane. 549 

This study used emission factors (SCFH per component) from Table W-1A and average 550 

component counts by major equipment piece from Table W-1B for the Western U.S. (Arkansas 551 

is Western US per Table W-1D) shown here in Table S5 and Table S6 respectively. Major 552 

equipment counts were assumed as 1 well head, 1 separator, 1 meter/piping, 0 in-line heaters, 553 

and 0 dehydrators per well. Compressor counts were used from data provided by study partners.   554 

Table S5: Population emission factors from Table W-1A of 40 CFR Part 98 Subpart W for the 555 

Western U.S. 556 

Device Type EF (SCFH) 

Valve 0.121 

Connector 0.017 

Open-ended Line 0.031 
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Pressure Relief Valve 0.193 

 557 

Table S6: Average component counts by major equipment piece from Table W-1B of 40 CFR 558 

Part 98 Subpart W for the Western U.S. 559 

Major Equipment Valves Connectors Open-ended Lines Pressure Relief Valves 

Wellheads  11 36 1 0 

Separators 34 106 6 2 

Meters/Piping 14 51 1 1 

Compressors 73 179 3 4 

In-line heaters 14 65 2 1 

Dehydrators 24 90 2 2 

98.233(z) Onshore petroleum and natural gas production and natural gas distribution 560 

combustion emissions. 561 

Total methane emissions from combustion at natural gas production facilities are calculated 562 

under paragraph (z) for combustion units that combust field gas as: 563 

      
                 

 Eq. 22 

Where: 564 

      
 = Contribution of annual CH4 emissions from portable or stationary fuel combustion 565 

sources in cubic feet, under actual conditions. 566 

  = Volume of gas sent to combustion unit in cubic feet, during the year. 567 

  = Fraction of gas combusted for portable and stationary equipment determined using 568 

engineering estimation. For internal combustion devices, a default of 0.995 can be used. 569 

    
 = Concentration of methane constituent in gas sent to combustion unit. 570 

This equation was modified to calculate an average methane emission rate as 571 
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 ̇   
               

     

    
 Eq. 23 

The volume of gas sent to the combustor was calculated as: 572 

   
             

  
  Eq. 24 

Where: 573 

   = Engine heat rate in BTU/hp-hr. 574 

   = Engine horsepower.  575 

      = Average engine percent load. 576 

   = Annual operating hours of the compressor as provided by study partners. 577 

   = Fuel heating value of 992.25 BTU/scf (the average of gas composition data provided by 578 

study partners) 579 

Calculated GHGRP Methane Emissions Estimates. 580 

Methane emissions estimates were calculated using the modified GHGRP methods described in 581 

this section for each facility an SOE was calculated for.  If data was unavailable from study 582 

partners for a particular parameter, a value was sampled from available partner data using a 583 

Monte-Carlo model. The mean results calculated for each site are included in the excel 584 

workbook accompanying this supporting information. 585 

Comparison of SOE to GFE 586 

The SOE and GFE results are summarized in Error! Reference source not found. by 587 

omparable categories. The cumulative SOE (858 kg/h) is 16% larger than the cumulative GFE 588 

(742 kg/h) for these 261 facilities. Even though the cumulative GFE is within the confidence 589 

bounds of the SOE, the emissions by category are quite different (Table 4). For instance, 590 

cumulative ODMs and simulated observed unmeasured sources in the SOE (86 kg/h) are half of 591 

the GFE for component leaks (172 kg/h) using GHGRP emission factors and average component 592 

counts by major equipment piece.  Cumulative emissions from pneumatics in the SOE (19 kg/h) 593 

are 5.2% of the cumulative GFE estimate (356 kg/h) using device counts and GHGRP emission 594 

factors. Emissions from incomplete combustion in compressors are calculated using very similar 595 
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assumptions for both SOE and GFE and thus account for 2.9 kg/h in the SOE and 3.5 kg/h 596 

calculated following 98.233(z).  Cumulative emissions from liquid unloadings in the SOE (751 597 

kg/h), which utilizes recent time-series measurements (Allen, Sullivan, et al., 2015) and was 598 

reasonably confirmed by contemporaneous tracer measurements (statistically similar estimates at 599 

all four sites where these methods were paired), are roughly 3.5 times cumulative emissions from 600 

liquid unloadings in the GFE (211 kg/h). These differences in cumulative device-level emission 601 

estimates likely reflect differences between emission factors specific to the study area and 602 

nationally-averaged ones from GHGRP, and differences between operational practices. 603 

Table S7: Cumulative study onsite estimate (SOE) and GHGRP facility estimate (GFE) by 604 

source category for 261 facilities with an SOE estimate.  605 

SOE Category 
SOE 

(kg/h) 
GHGRP Category 

GFE 

(kg/h) 

SOE/ 

GFE 

ODMs & Observed 

Unmeasured Sources 
85.8 98.233(r) Component Leaks 172 50% 

Pneumatics 18.7 98.233(a) Pneumatic devices & (c) Pneumatic pumps 356 5.2% 

Combustion 2.9 98.233(z) Combustion 3.5 82% 

Liquid Unloading 751 98.233(f) Well venting 211 356% 

Total 858 Total 742 116% 

 606 
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S7. Cumulative Emission Estimates and Variance Weighted Least Squares Regression 607 

Cumulative emissions estimates are reported with error bounds corresponding to 95% confidence 608 

intervals. Where cumulative emission estimates are reported for SOE, the uncertainty in the 609 

cumulative estimate was calculated by bootstrapping facility specific results.  This accounts for 610 

skewed emissions estimates at the facility level (distributions produced by the Monte-Carlo SOE 611 

model for each facility are not normally distributed). Uncertainty estimates in cumulative TFE 612 

and cumulative OFE were calculated by adding the upper and lower uncertainties in quadrature.    613 

Since the facility-level emissions data spans several orders of magnitude, minimizing the 614 

residual between the largest data point and a linear fit tends to minimize the total residuals in a 615 

normal (and orthogonal) least squares regression without much attention paid to the lower-616 

magnitude data. An alternative regression method, variance weighted least squares (VWLS) as 617 

described by (Neri et al., 1989) is used here. Weights were applied using the variance in both the 618 

x and y directions, where the weights are the reciprocal of the square of the standard deviation of 619 

each data point. The y intercept was constrained to zero in the regression since no bias between 620 

methods is expected at sites with zero emissions. Sites with no error bounds reported (facilities 621 

reported as zero based on transect by the OTM33a measurement team) were not included in the 622 

regression. 623 

Confidence intervals for the variance weighted least squares regressions were calculated using a 624 

bootstrap method where each data point is resampled and a regression is performed on the 625 

resampled data.  When resampling the SOE a new value was drawn from a site specific 626 

distribution generated by the SOE Monte-Carlo model. This allows the non-Gaussian distribution 627 

of emission estimates from the SOE at each facility to be accounted for in the VWLS regression. 628 

When resampling the TFE or OFE data were sampled from a normal distribution with the 95% 629 

confidence bounds reported by the method at each site.  630 

The goodness of fit between data and the VWLS regression is using the coefficient of 631 

determination, R
2
. It is important to note R

2
 only accounts for variance in the y-axis, and does 632 

not reflect the variance in the data on the x-axis. It is also important to note that R
2
 may be 633 

negative due to performing the regression without an intercept (i.e. fixing intercept at x = 0, y = 0 634 

and only varying slope during linear regression). 635 
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All Paired Measurements 636 

All facilities where SOE was paired with a downwind method are shown in Figure S12. VWLS 637 

regression in panel (a) indicates TFE is statistically higher than SOE with TFE to SOE ratio = 638 

    (
     

–   
) even though confidence intervals overlap at 15 of 16 individual facilities.  VWLS 639 

regression in panel (b) indicates OFE is lower although not statistically different than SOE with 640 

OFE to SOE ratio =       
     

     
  when the regression is performed including all paired 641 

measurements even though confidence intervals overlap at only 28 of 43 individual facilities.   642 

 643 

Figure 11: (a) 9 Tracer facility estimates (TFE) and (b) 20 OTM33A facility estimates (OFE) 644 

each compared to paired study onsite estimates (SOE) at subset of facilities where continuous 645 

emissions measured by onsite direct measurements or documented as an observed unmeasured 646 

source contribute the most emissions to the SOE. Comparisons are made using orthogonal least 647 
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squares regression (OLS). Markers are colored by the largest category contributing to SOE and 648 

shown with 95% confidence intervals. Measurements indicating zero emissions are plotted on 649 

log-log axes at      kg/h for display purposes only.  The lower detection limit of TFE is facility-650 

specific and shown as the upper confidence bar of measurements indicating zero emissions.  The 651 

lower detection limit of OTM33A is not facility-specific. Correlation coefficient (Pearson R) 652 

indicates a stronger correlation in TFE vs SOE comparison than in OFE vs SOE comparison. 653 

OLS indicates TFE is higher than SOE (           
     

     
      

    

    
      ) in (a), while 654 

(b) shows OFE is lower than SOE (           (
     

     
)       

    

    
     ). OLS 95% 655 

confidence intervals calculated by bootstrapping the data and regression indicate methods are not 656 

statistically different. Higher coefficients of determination (R
2
) in tracer vs SOE comparison than 657 

in OTM vs SOE comparison indicates the fit does not capture the wide variation seen in the data 658 

(most paired estimates are within factor of 10 illustrated by y = 10x, y = x/10 bounds).      659 

Liquid Unloadings  660 

Paired measurements at facilities where simulated emissions from liquid unloading is the largest 661 

category in the SOE are shown in Figure S12. Simulated emissions from liquid unloading is the 662 

largest SOE category at 4 facilities where SOE was paired with TFE, including the facility where 663 

a manual unloading was observed. At all four facilities TFE and SOE have overlapping 664 

confidence bounds indicating the estimates from the two methods are not statistically different. 665 

The cumulative estimates produced by the two methods at these four facilities are also not 666 

statistically different (                                 kg/h,                 667 

              kg/h). While the sample size is limited (     ), agreement between individual 668 

paired estimates as well as the cumulative TFE and SOE estimates at these facilities provides 669 

some validation of the liquid unloading model used in the Monte-Carlo to estimate these 670 

emission sources in the SOE.       671 

Simulated emissions from liquid unloading is also the largest SOE category at 4 facilities where 672 

SOE was paired with OFE. The SOE and OFE are statistically different (confidence bounds do 673 

not overlap) at two of these four facilities, including the facility where a manual unloading was 674 

observed during the measurements. Although the confidence bounds of the VWLS regression 675 

include a slope of 1, the cumulative estimates produced by the two methods are statistically 676 
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different (                                 kg/h,                               677 

kg/h).  678 

  679 

Figure S12: (a) 4 Tracer facility estimates (TFE) and (b) 4 OTM33A facility estimates (OFE) 680 

compared to paired study onsite estimates (SOE) at facilities where simulated emissions from 681 

liquid unloading is the largest source category in the SOE. Each panel includes a fit line from a 682 

variance weighted least squares regression (VWLS).  The shaded region corresponds to 95% CI 683 

calculated by bootstrapping the VWLS regression. Markers are colored by the largest source 684 

category in the SOE at the facility and include whiskers corresponding to the 95% CI reported by 685 

each method.  686 

Pneumatic Controllers 687 

Paired measurements at facilities where simulated emissions from pneumatic devices is the 688 

largest category in the SOE are shown in Figure S13. The figure shows 2 facilities where onsite 689 

measurement was paired with TFE and at 19 facilities where onsite measurement was paired 690 
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with OFE.  SOE and OFE are not statistically different at 15 of 19 facilities where the 691 

measurements were paired and simulated emissions from pneumatics are the largest source in the 692 

SOE. The VWLS regression in Figure S13(b) shows the OFE is higher than the SOE at these 19 693 

facilities, however the 95% CI of the VWLS regression includes a slope of 1 indicating the 694 

estimates are not statistically different. Cumulative estimates from the two methods at these 19 695 

facilities are also not statistically different (                                   kg/h, 696 

                                  kg/h). 697 

Exact pneumatic actuation counts during the downwind measurement period are not available. 698 

Given the infrequent actuation of pneumatic controllers in the study area, pneumatic devices may 699 

or may have not have actuated during the downwind measurements. If OTM33A or tracer 700 

measured these instantaneous emissions, the downwind estimate could indicate a higher emission 701 

rate than the emission rate simulated in the SOE and conversely if these instantaneous emissions 702 

were not measured the downwind estimate could indicate a lower emission rate than simulated in 703 

the SOE. 704 
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 705 

Figure S13: (a) 2 Tracer facility estimates (TFE) and (b) 19 OTM33A facility estimates (OFE) 706 

compared to paired study onsite estimates (SOE) at facilities where simulated emissions from 707 

normally-functioning, intermittent, pneumatics are the largest source in the SOE. Each panel 708 

includes a fit line from a variance weighted least squares regression (VWLS).  The shaded region 709 

corresponds to 95% CI calculated by bootstrapping the VWLS regression. Markers are colored 710 

by the largest source category in the SOE at the facility and include whiskers corresponding to 711 

the 95% CI reported by each method. Measurements of zero are shown at 10
-3

 on the log-log 712 

axes for display purposes only. 713 

Comparison of TFE to OFE 714 

Contemporaneous measurements using TFE and OFE were made at 9 facilities (Figure S14). The 715 

TFE and OFE have overlapping confidence bounds in 6 of these 9 facilities. OFE underestimates 716 

relative to TFE as indicated by a variance-weighted least squares linear regression of     717 

                   , and cumulative emissions estimates (                718 
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              kg/h,                                  kg/h, Table S8). Although 719 

cumulative TFE is 20X cumulative OFE, this difference is driven by low OFE relative to TFE at 720 

2 facilities where simulated liquid unloadings were the largest source in the SOE which for 99% 721 

of the cumulative TFE from the 9 paired facilities. At 6 paired facilities where the SOE is 722 

dominated by ODMs, cumulative OFE (1.9 kg/h) is 26% of cumulative TFE (7.3 kg/h).  723 

Table S8: Cumulative tracer facility estimate (TFE) relative to cumulative OTM33A facility 724 

estimate (OFE) at paired facilities.  725 

   

Paired Facilities Subdivided by Largest SOE Category 

  

All Facilities with paired TFE 

& OFE 

Simulated 

unloadings 

ODM or simulated 

observed/unmeasured 

Number of facilities 9 2 6 

Statistically similar estimates  6 1 4 

Cumulative OFE (kg/h) 42 (+37/-15) 40.2 1.9 

Cumulative TFE (kg/h) 826 (+207/-207) 819 7.3 

Fraction of Cumulative TFE 100% 99% 1% 

Cumulative OFE / Cumulative TFE 5% 5% 26% 

Correlation coefficient, r  0.98 1.00 0.52 

Variance Weighted Least 

Squares1,2 

Slope 
5.0 

(+3.0/-3.8) 

1.42 

(+1.00/-0.85) 

8.13 

(+7.34/-4.43) 

R2 0.29 -0.81 -5.11 

1 Linear regression with intercept of 0.  

2 Note R2 is a measure of goodness of fit in y-axis only and does not consider goodness of fit in x-axis. Negative R2 is a result of 

regression with no intercept. 

 726 

 727 
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  728 

Figure S14: 9 Tracer facility estimates (TFE) compared to paired OTM33A facility estimates 729 

(OFE) (n=9). Markers are colored by the largest emission category in the study onsite estimate 730 

(SOE) where available. Estimates from the two methods are statistically different at 3 of 9 731 

facilities. Variance-weighted least squares linear regression (VWLS) suggests TFE is statistically 732 

different and estimates five times the emissions estimated by OFE (                     733 

   ). Cumulative estimates produced by the two methods are also statistically different 734 

(cumulative OFE = 42 (+37/-15) kg/h, cumulative TFE = 826 (+207/-207) kg/h) however this 735 

factor of 20 difference is driven primarily by the facility with a manual unloading.   736 
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S8. Orthogonal Least Squares Regression.  737 

Orthogonal least squares (OLS) is an alternate regression method used to compare two estimates 738 

of the same parameter made using different methods with associated errors in which the 739 

orthogonal residuals between data and a line of best fit are minimized. A coefficient of 740 

determination   
  is calculated for each regression to indicate the fraction of variance in y 741 

explained by the regression as: 742 

  
    

∑    ̂  

∑    ̅  
 

where  ̂ is the predicted value from the regression  ̂      , and  ̅ is the average of y data. 743 

Similarly, a coefficient of determination   
  is calculated for each regression to indicate the 744 

fraction of variance in x explained by the regression as: 745 

  
    

∑    ̂  

∑    ̅  
 

where  ̂ is the predicted value from the regression  ̂         , and  ̅ is the average of x data.  746 

Confidence intervals for the OLS regressions were calculated using a bootstrap method where 747 

each data point is resampled and a regression is performed on the resampled data.  When 748 

resampling the SOE a new value was drawn from a site specific distribution generated by the 749 

SOE Monte-Carlo model. This allows the non-Gaussian distribution of emission estimates from 750 

the SOE at each facility to be accounted for in the bootstrapped OLS regression. When 751 

resampling the TFE or OFE data were sampled from a normal distribution with the 95% 752 

confidence bounds reported by the method at each site.     753 

Intermittent Pneumatic Controllers 754 

We use OLS regression to compare facilities where we expect an intercept in the regression, 755 

namely facilities where emissions from intermittent pneumatic controllers are the primary source 756 

in the SOE.  Figure S15 shows paired measurements between (a) TFE and SOE and (b) OFE and 757 

SOE at facilities where simulated emissions from intermittent pneumatic controllers is the 758 

primary source in the SOE. The OLS regression between OFE and SOE indicates OFE estimates 759 
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higher emissions at these sites than SOE with OFE to TFE ratio =      
   

    
  however a negative 760 

intercept,            
     

    
  , indicates SOE includes some emissions when OFE is zero. At 761 

these facilities the SOE model includes emissions from intermittent pneumatic controllers using 762 

average emission rates measured by Allen, Pacsi, et al., 2015 and therefore always contains some 763 

level of emissions, however the downwind methods may not measure any emissions if no 764 

pneumatic actuations occurred while the measurement was being performed. In contrast, if 765 

controller actuations did occur during downwind measurements, the downwind methods may 766 

estimate higher emission rates than estimated using the time average rates in the SOE. 767 

 768 

Figure S15: (a) 2 Tracer facility estimates (TFE) and (b) 19 OTM33A facility estimates (OFE) 769 

compared to paired study onsite estimates (SOE) at facilities where simulated emissions from 770 

normally-functioning, intermittent, pneumatics are the largest source in the SOE. Panel (b) 771 

includes a fit line from a orthogonal least squares regression (OLS).  The shaded region 772 

corresponds to 95% CI calculated by bootstrapping the OLS regression. Panel (a) does not 773 
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include OLS regression due to the small sample. Markers are colored by the largest source 774 

category in the SOE at the facility and include whiskers corresponding to the 95% CI reported by 775 

each method. Measurements of zero are shown at 10
-3

 on the log-log axes for display purposes 776 

only. 777 
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S9. Sensitivity Analysis 778 

Six facilities at which paired measurements were performed on different days were included in 779 

the analysis presented in this paper.  These facilities were sites 513, 926, 927, 2072, 2599 and 780 

2779. Table S9 summarizes the paired measurements at these facilities. Repeating the analysis 781 

without including these facilities in regressions or cumulative totals does not significantly impact 782 

the conclusions of this work.       783 

Table S9: Facilities where paired measurements were performed on different days 784 

Facility ID Method 1 Method 2 Days apart Statistically Different Estimates? 

513 OTM33A (10/2/2015) Onsite (10/12/2015) 10 NO 

926 Onsite (9/28/2015) OTM33A(9/29/2015) 1 NO 

927 Onsite (9/28/2015) OTM33A (9/29/2015) 1 NO 

2072 OTM33A (10/2/2015) Onsite (10/12/2015) 10 NO 

2599 Onsite (10/5/2015) OTM33A (10/6/2015) 1 NO 

2599 Onsite (10/5/2015) Tracer (10/6/2015) 1 NO 

2779 Onsite (10/5/2015) OTM33A (10/6/2015) 1 NO 

 785 
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